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* As of 11 August, 2003, Veridian was purchased by General Dynamics Corporation. Veridian Engineering has
become a wholly-owned subsidiary of General Dynamics within the Information Systems and Technology (IS&T)
group, as part of Advanced Information Systems (GDAIS), but it remains its own corporation. This contract was
begun and completed under the Veridian Engineering title, and as such this report will reflect that name. All follow
up correspondence will be done as part of the General Dynamics team. Contact information remains unchanged as
of this publication.
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Background and Introduction
The Canadian Upstream Oil and Gas Industry has a history of problems with wildlife-vehicle collisions. Animal
strikes rank as one of the top safety issues plaguing this industry due to both the frequency and severity of these
collisions. Recent indicators suggest that these accidents are only likely to increase in the future. A decreasing
number of hunters and increasing habitat encroachment are two of the primary factors that are expected to contribute
to this trend.
In the fall of 2002, Veridian responded to the Petroleum Technology Alliance Canada (PTAC) Request for
Technology (RFT) H&S-2001-01, “Infrared Driving Safety Technology” announcement. In our response we
identified a list of potential technology approaches which had the potential to prevent and mitigate collisions
between PTAC vehicles and animals. After several discussions with PTAC representatives, a methodology was
developed to determine, design, and test the best overall technology available for a night-driving safety system.
This methodology was laid out in three tasks. Task 1 was focused on identifying and understanding the true needs
of the drivers of the PTAC vehicle fleet. In this task, Veridian proposed to conduct on-site surveys and interviews
with PTAC drivers. This would give Veridian familiarity with the vehicles they drive and the environment in which
they operate. Based on that information, Veridian proposed to evaluate and rank order appropriate technologies and
systems that demonstrate potential for providing a solution to this safety need. From this effort, an optimal system
will be recommended for an operational demonstration phase. This demonstration phase would be Task 2. This
follow-on task would have Veridian assemble and install two systems on selected PTAC vehicles at a designated site
selected by PTAC. These systems would then be used by the drivers of those two vehicles for a one month
demonstration to assess how well these systems meet the needs of the drivers. The next follow-on task would be
Task 3. In this task Veridian proposed to incorporate “lessons learned” from the demonstration evaluation in Task 2
into the prototype night safety driving system. Ten of these systems would then be installed on ten PTAC vehicles
for a six month operational field evaluation of their performance. This report contains Veridian’s findings,
conclusions and recommendations from Task 1.

Methodology – Task 1
As noted above, the approach Veridian employed was multifold.
First, on-site visits were arranged to two different geographical areas within the PTAC area of operations. One visit
was to the Calgary – Sundre region in Alberta, Canada. The other was to the Regina – Estevan region in
Saskatchewan, Canada. These two areas differ greatly in their geological characteristics and it was deemed
important enough to gain first-hand knowledge of their respective terrain and driving conditions. During the visit
Veridian representatives rode with PTAC drivers in their vehicles and gained considerable insights into the driving
conditions encountered and the abundance of wildlife on and alongside the roadways and paths driven by PTAC
vehicles.
To support our on-site findings, Veridian also prepared a Human Factors Questionnaire which was designed to elicit
a wealth of information and thus provide even greater insights into the needs of a night driving safety system. These
questionnaires were sent to the PTAC headquarters and in turn distributed to a host of drivers in the various PTAC
member organizations. Drivers filled out the questionnaires and either mailed them back to Veridian by Canadian
Post or e-mailed them in to Veridian. These inputs were read in detail and analyzed by Human Factors personnel to
ascertain key factors that would be important in selecting appropriate technologies.
The third major component of our methodology consisted of a survey of potential technologies that might be used to
satisfy the identified needs emerging from the first two initiatives noted above. For this purpose a modified Quality
Functional Deployment (QFD) approach was utilized to assess suitability and contributions of different technologies
as compared to operational needs of the drivers and their environments.
The remainder of this report will present the findings and conclusions we have drawn from these three initiatives.
We will close with our Recommendations for Task 2.
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On-Site Visits
COL(R) Richard L. Knox and Mr. Jeremy Burns were the two Veridian representatives who conducted the on-site
visits. They arrived in Calgary on 16 June, 2003 and immediately proceeded to the Sundre region. There they met
up with Mr. Grant Schwartzenberger (Shell Canada) and began their familiarization rides in the local terrain. On 18
June they arrived in Regina and were escorted by Mr. Trent J. Mattick, Safety and Training Coordinator, Enbridge
Pipelines (Saskatchewan) Inc. They immediately proceeded to the Estevan area of operations and undertook
familiarization rides there to gain first-hand knowledge of the driving environment.
A summary of our findings from these on-site visits follows.

Site Conditions
Sundre, Alberta
Conditions in the area we traveled were widely varied in vegetation, terrain, road surface, and visibility. The roads
were described by several people as being in the best condition they would be in all year. The roads could be broken
up into three main types as noted by their surface, shoulder visibility, terrain variation, and typical vehicle speed
possible on them.
(1) Paved roads generally have wide shoulders in the neighborhood of 20 m until the tree line starts. Ditches are
quite wide and lower in elevation than the rest of the road. They are generally well-kept without unduly long grass,
although this may change later in the summer as the growing season progresses. Land is relatively flat with gradual
variations. The roads themselves were nearly straight, with gentle curves and 90 degree turns. Speeds on these roads
are likely around 80 – 100 km/h, or more.
(2) Wide dirt roads are the equivalent of two lane paved roads, but covered instead with dirt and loose gravel. The
shoulders can get as narrow as 10m, but are generally wider than that, and tend to be consistent with the paved road
shoulder width (15-20 m). Ditches are slightly less groomed, but still provide good visibility at this time of year.
They did not appear as deep as the ones along paved roads, but still quite wide. Slightly greater elevation changes
occur in these areas, with an occasional steep drop-off or incline on one or both sides of the road. These roads had
more twists and turns to them, but those were usually gradual and still provided good downrange visibility. Rate of
travel on these roads was around 60 km/h. Figure 1 is a representative example of this type of road.
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Figure 1: Wide Dirt Road
(3) Narrow dirt roads are not much wider than a lane and a half. Shoulders are generally nonexistent, with thick
trees or brush leading right up to the road edge. There are no ditches to speak of. Large elevation changes are
frequent along these roads, often with a steep hill on one side and a steep drop-off on the other. Few places have
guardrails. The roads tend to be very twisty, with downrange visibility often a hundred meters or less. Speeds on
these roads rarely exceeded 40 km/h. See Figure 2 for a typical example.
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Figure 2: Narrow Dirt Road
Each type of road contributed approximately equally to the total drive, with the narrow dirt roads lending ~ 20% and
the wide dirt and paved roads ~ 40% each. Paved roads were in excellent condition. Vibration and shock was minor
to moderate on the dirt roads. We have been told to expect large washboard conditions as the season progresses to
fall and winter, and mud in early spring. Vibration may become a significant problem and will be factored into the
system design. Also noted was the large amount of loose rocks and gravel on the dirt sections.
When deer or other animals were sighted after dusk, the leading indicators for everyone were the eye reflections or a
silhouette against the skyline. In most occurrences, an eye was visible even before the size or type of animal came
into view, and there was a considerable delay between noticing that and recognizing the animal. It was brought to
our attention that moose and bear do not have reflective eyes, which by all indications would make them much more
difficult to notice on the side of or on the road, and may often be missed altogether.
Illuminating the bright and dim headlamp settings at the same time did help visibility, although gains appeared
minor. Turning on a set of PIAA fog lights mounted low on the grill helped considerably more with down-road
visibility, but due to their low mounting the light angle illuminated grasses right on the edge of the road, casting a
dark shadow into the lower elevation ditches. We have been advised that mounting lights on the roof, while leading
to an improved view due to better angles, can also result in fines even if used only on the dirt roads, and in many
cases must be covered when not in use (which could also lead to fines if not done).
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Estevan, Saskatchewan
This area retains the same basic road classifications and speeds that were encountered in Alberta. However, there
were some differences. The Regina – Estevan area had a much larger percentage of paved and wide dirt roads than
narrow ones. Approximate contribution values were 50% paved, 40% wide dirt and 10% narrow dirt roads. Speeds
tended to range 10 – 20 km/h faster in this area. Also, overall visibility as a whole was much better, with many wide
open areas in virtually all directions. Figure 3 shows a typical Estevan paved road.

Figure 3: Paved Road
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The wooded and brushy areas occurred more in patches as opposed to large areas. When these patches came near
the roadsides, it was noted by drivers that these were trouble spots with regard to animal strikes, as the wildlife
would often use the cover provided by the brush as they travel. See Figure 4 for a depiction of a patchy area near a
field.

Figure 4: Wide Dirt Road
Grasses along the roadside appeared as if they would present the same challenge to low-mounted auxiliary lights as
those in Sundre did. Reports from the field crews were that these now-short grasses could easily reach 1 m heights
or more by the end of summer, and that they were rarely cut adequately, if at all. Crops in the fields were also
expected to reach heights that would provide considerable cover for animals and thus diminish their visibility.
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Another encompassing factor was the lack of terrain elevations. Regardless of the road type, the land was virtually
flat for most of the drive, even in the few hilly areas where the roads narrowed to two-track size and vegetation crept
right up along the trail. Figures 5 and 6 depict a narrow dirt road and two-track, respectively, in the Moose
Mountain area.

Figure 5: Narrow Dirt Road
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Figure 6: Two-Track Road

Current Vehicles and Equipment
Sundre, Alberta
The vehicles we inspected in detail are a mix of half to one-ton pickups. One truck is from Pason, and the other two
from Shell Canada. All are equipped with aftermarket, bumper mounted fog lights. These are usually a halogen
PIAA brand. Most are equipped with a factory-style light duty grill guard. A picture of a typical pickup grill can be
found in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Shell Canada Truck Front
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The Shell trucks have a “headache rack” in the back with rear-facing auxiliary lights and horns. These lights are to
provide better illumination when in reverse, to reduce backing-up accidents; they can also be used to illuminate
work areas. One vehicle also had a set of forward-facing lights as shown. These lights mounted up high are noted
by drivers to be very effective at illuminating ditches due to the better angle, but are illegal when used or even
simply left uncovered on most of the roads we traveled on. Figure 8 illustrates the rack arrangement.

Figure 8: Shell Canada Truck Rear
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As a form of crash mitigation, the truck from Pason had a heavy duty aftermarket grill guard installed. This was
manufactured by Aliarc, and the driver testified to the effectiveness of the unit in virtually eliminating vehicle
damage due to accidents involving deer and other similar sized animals when they were struck head-on. This
truck’s grill guard is revealed in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Pason Truck Front
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In the interior, these vehicles contain several aftermarket electronic products. These include radios, cell phones,
satellite phones, laptop computers, external speakers and microphones. Most equipment is mounted in front of the
center console, on and below the dash. Figure 10 shows a typical Shell truck’s layout. Figure 11 is the Pason
truck’s interior.

Figure 10: Shell Canada Truck Dash
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Figure 11: Pason Truck Dash
The ceiling and headliner area of the vehicle are clear of any non-factory obstructions. In the rear seating area, the
Shell vehicles contained a metal equipment housing and tools that took up the entire back seat of the vehicle. The
headliner area is shown in Figure 12, and the housing can be seen in Figure 13.
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Figure 12: Shell Canada Truck Headliner
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Figure 13: Shell Canada Truck Seating

Estevan, Saskatchewan
The trucks we encountered at Enbridge were of a greater variety and larger size. There were the expected half- to
one-ton pickups, but also medium- and heavy-duty trucks like those shown in the following Figures 14 and 15.
These ranged all the way up to full semi tractors. In addition, there was a Trailblazer SUV and Sable passenger car
noted to be part of the fleet.
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Figure 14: Enbridge Maintenance Truck
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Figure 15: Enbridge Heavy Truck

The pickup trucks did not have a headache rack or auxiliary lights as found on the Sundre vehicles, nor did they
have grill guards. In the cargo bed, most had some form of tool storage, either in a pair of aluminum side boxes
(Figure 16) or a single box just behind the cab. One truck was even seen to have a topper covering the bed.
Otherwise, the exterior was in stock form.
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Figure 16: Enbridge Truck Bed

On the interior, the overhead areas were clear and the radio equipment was mounted just forward of the center
console and on the dash, just as it was for the Sundre trucks. However, the Estevan trucks we examined did not
have the large equipment housing taking up the back seat. Also, the Estevan trucks had less electronic equipment in
them, as seen in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Enbridge Truck Interior
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The heavy-duty trucks did have auxiliary lights mounted on or in the front bumper. In Figure 18, the apparent lights
on top of the cab are actually air horns. Figure 19 shows that even semis have these “fog lights.”

Figure 18: Enbridge Heavy Truck Front
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Figure 19: Enbridge Semi Truck Front

The larger vehicles are generally easier to refit with auxiliary electronics than pickups, thanks to the greater amount
of space in the cab. The overhead areas of the medium truck (Figure 20) and the semi (Figure 21), respectively, are
mostly free from obstruction, except for a bank of instruments slightly behind the windshield.
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Figure 20: Enbridge Heavy Truck Headliner
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Figure 21: Enbridge Semi Truck Dash
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The dash area just above the gauges is also clear. Most of the radios and other electronics are spread out between
the overhead instrument bar, the dash, and the floor just in front of the middle of the seat. This frees up more room
in the floor area compared to the pickup trucks. Both Figure 22 and Figure 23 show different heavy truck dash
layouts.

Figure 22: Enbridge Semi Truck Dash
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Figure 23: Enbridge Heavy Truck Dash

Driver Questionnaire Responses
In order to gain a more complete understanding of the driving situation, we distributed questionnaires to PTAC who
then sent them to several different companies across the Alberta and Saskatchewan area. These questionnaires were
designed to ascertain as much of the driving environment as possible, from the physical components to the drivers’
perceptions. Drivers from the participating companies returned nearly 100 questionnaires in total, and after
processing an assortment of these returns from various areas we were able to notice distinct trends in the data. What
follows below is a summary of the key points gleaned from these questionnaires. The full analysis is also included
as Appendix A.
Equipment:
The ¾ ton pickup is the most prevalent vehicle used. These are loaded up to a wide range of weights, from a few
hundred pounds to full GVW. Hands-free phones are a great help to drivers, yet many said they were not given any
tools to help them drive safely.
Demographics:
Most drivers have at least 15 years of professional driving experience with a mean of 21 years. Most drivers have
received “defensive driving” instruction. But, most of this has been classroom only, very few have had hands-on
driving instruction. Fatigue, lack of good visibility and road conditions are the three major challenges to a driver.
Radios and telephones are the key demanders for driver attention other than driving. An overwhelming percentage
of drivers drive alone.
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Conditions:
The roads traversed, on average, are an equal mixture of highway, secondary road and cross country. They are also
primarily flat. However, there are some drivers who spend nearly all their time in one extreme or the other. When
on the highways, drivers travel fast, around 100 km/h. On secondary roads the speeds do not drop very much, down
to approximately 75 km/h. Only when they get onto cross country roads do speeds come way down, to about 35
km/h.
Visibility:
A lack of good visibility is considered to be the primary cause of accidents involving animals. Lack of good
visibility is also considered to be the primary cause of other accidents such as head-on collisions and rear-end
collisions. Darkness, fog, dust, and snow are considered to be the primary causes of limited visibility conditions.
Drivers overwhelmingly desired to have some kind of “visibility enhancement system” for driving at night and
during periods of limited visibility. However, they are also concerned that such a system does not become a source
of distraction to them while they are driving. Brighter lights and fog lamps are considered to be enhancements to
safe driving at night and during periods of limited visibility.
Wildlife:
Drivers know of the danger of animals and strive to stay alert. Maintaining a slow speed is considered to be the
primary method for avoiding wildlife collisions, especially in limited visibility conditions. All large animals are
considered a threat to the drivers’ safety, with most concern focused on deer, moose, and elk. There are a very great
number of large animals spotted alongside the road on a daily basis, with an average around 2-3 per day. Road
conditions are also considered to be a major factor contributing to animal strikes. Staying alert, slowing down and
focusing on the sides of roads are the best tools the drivers currently have to avoid animal strikes.
Collisions:
Many drivers are aware of the broad range of technologies that might help them drive safer… e.g. collision warning
systems, GPS, night driving systems. Almost 30% of the drivers have been involved in some form of vehicle
accident while on the job. Excessive speed and the large number of wildlife are considered to be the primary causes
of vehicle accidents. Drivers consider that advanced warning of animals on or alongside the road would give them
more reaction time… and this would prevent accidents.

Technologies
To gain a better understanding of which technologies were most appropriate for the situation, we employed a
method called Quality Functional Deployment (QFD). The heart of QFD is a matrix method used to match each
sensor and display technology to a requirements list, but on a weighted scale. This offered us another tool to more
objectively determine an appropriate ranking of the various technologies that might prove useful, based on their pros
and cons. Each requirement was given an importance, and each technology had a corresponding weight applied for
how well it satisfied the requirement. By compiling the results and factoring in the weights, a full picture of the
tradeoffs emerged. The final results largely confirmed our initial instincts concerning which technologies would
work best for the application. The summary of our investigations follows. The QFD report is also included in this
document as Appendix B.
Sensors:
There are currently four sensors under consideration to detect animals and/or display the road scene better in
inclement visibility, with darkness being the primary consideration. These include millimeter wave radar, a lowlight amplification camera, an active IR system, and a passive IR camera. These are listed in our estimated order of
fitness for the task, least to best, and are slightly different than the QFD results.
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All of these various sensors we considered to detect wildlife capture wavelengths from some part of the
electromagnetic (EM) spectrum. For this project, the sensors under consideration utilize the microwave, infrared,
and visible light areas of the spectrum. The reference chart in Figure 24 depicts the various EM wavelengths and
shows where the sensors would fit into the overall scheme.

Figure 24: EM Spectrum Chart
(1) Millimeter wave radar is one of the most complex technologies. It is named after the wavelength of emissions it
produces, which falls into the microwave category of the spectrum. These waves then bounce off objects and return
to the sensor over a period of time. The time they take to return to the sensor can be used to detect the distance to
objects and track any change in position. Through software, the returns recorded are translated into targets of
interest, which can be displayed on a graph and easily used to sound a warning tone or light. These systems easily
detect small movements, and “see” fairly well through inclement weather. This type of system has many drawbacks
for the application. The display screen is not very intuitive, the system still suffers from a fairly large number of
false-positives, and the sensors surveyed have a large form factor. It does not improve visibility of the roadway
ahead; it only shows potential large objects. It is a very costly sensor as well.
(2) Low-light amplification is one of the least costly methods for displaying the scene ahead, although it can be quite
expensive if a high image quality is desired. It uses ambient visible and near-infrared light from the stars, moon,
headlamps, etc. and boosts the available light through an image intensifier tube to display the scene ahead. The
image is generally displayed in a monochrome green color and the quality looks similar to standing in an open field
under bright moonlight. Currently there are “Generation” I, II, and III types available to the civilian market, with
Gen I having the least range and resolution, and Gen III the best. The image quality increases markedly with each
step up, as does the price. They are very compact and use little power. Unfortunately, these cameras have a limited
effective range. Perhaps more importantly, they do not make wildlife stand out in the scene; they merely make the
entire scene more visible. And they are not any more effective than eyesight in inclement weather or dusty
conditions. Yet another pitfall, the intensification tubes are sensitive to severe shock and vibration, and are right at
the borderline of being useful in extremely cold conditions. The tubes generally have a limited working life of about
10 years.
(3) Active IR systems use an infrared camera sensor in conjunction with powerful spotlights equipped with IR filter
covers. These covers make the lights appear black, when in fact they are transmitting the lower IR wavelengths of
light. In this manner, the lights and sensor can be placed up high on the roof of the vehicle for maximum effect
without impinging on other drivers’ visibility. Active IR systems usually use the lowest wavelengths of that
spectrum, in the 1 to 3 micron range, which are closest to the visible light area. In fact, many low-light camera
systems actually overlap the 1 micron area and can benefit from IR illumination. An active IR system displays a
scene ahead in much the same way that a low-light camera would show it, except that active IR can maintain better
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quality pictures at comparable ranges and in slightly worse weather, for some increased cost and complexity. The
camera is relatively inexpensive just like the low-light, and it is more rugged, but there is also the cost of additional
lighting and filters. This makes the system somewhat less transferable since both camera and lights must be moved.
It is slightly harder to use and maintain, with additional switches to activate, lights to align, and so on. It also has
more parts that can become damaged or otherwise fail. Active IR draws more power than any other option, since
effectiveness is directly related to how big and powerful the IR lights are. Another issue to consider is the
proliferation of these types of systems. When two vehicles are passing each other on the road, both equipped with
active IR and very large spotlights, the systems can blind each other. This would likely be of little consequence in
the short term, or for roads that are very lightly traveled, but will become an increasing problem as more systems are
fielded. In addition, active IR suffers from many of the same drawbacks as the low-light camera, the largest of
which is that animals do not readily stand out from the background. As with low-light, active IR makes the entire
scene more visible, it does not make wildlife more visible in the scene.
(4) Passive IR systems are moderately high in cost, but they have notable advantages over the other three sensors
previously mentioned. Passive IR (for detecting people and wildlife) uses a higher wavelength of the spectrum,
approximately 9 to 14 microns, in order to make an object’s heat the most visible feature. Due to the precision that
these cameras now have, they can detect the difference in heat signature between paint on asphalt, and the asphalt
itself. This leads to an image that is nearly as discernable as that of a low-light camera, but in which warm objects
such as wildlife stand out in bright white against the rest of the background. This makes noticing an animal in the
display extremely easy by comparison. The wavelength used is also in an atmospheric band that tends to minimize
the effects of rain, snow, fog, and other inclement weather. There are certain particle sizes that can reduce the
system’s effectiveness, but in general it will provide improved visibility compared to the naked eye. It can see
through dust and smoke in the same manner. These systems are low power, meet the specifications for temperature
and vibration conditions, and do the best overall at satisfying the primary requirements for the night-driving system.
In addition, Passive IR could be used in completely unrelated ways, such as detecting a compressed gas cloud from a
leak at night, which might otherwise be difficult or dangerous to track down.
Displays:
We researched 6 different displays for presenting the threat and scene to the driver. The displays were a standard
TV-type cathode-ray tube (CRT), a flat panel electro-chromatic display (EL), a flat panel liquid-crystal display
(LCD), a Heads-Up Display (HUD), a warning light, and a warning tone. Plasma screens and other flat panel
emissive displays are still far too costly for consideration, and are generally targeted at display sizes that are too
large for a truck application.
(1) The LCD was the overall winner in display type. These are thin, lightweight, low-power, and can be touchsensitive. They are also safer than a glass screen. An LCD can be either a passive monochrome or an active matrix
color display, depending on the price and flexibility desired. For instance if the trucks were upgraded to have
computer systems or laptops, a color LCD could be used as the display and allow for additional benefits from both
human factors considerations and mounting flexibility. An active display gives a sharper, clearer image and a wider
viewing angle than a passive display, and is clearly superior in all ways except for the cost.
(2) The EL is an “active” monochrome display and thus offers little, if any, savings over even the color LCD. These
have a fast refresh rate and good brightness, but consume a lot of power in the process. In bright daylight
environments where the sun is eroding screen visibility the EL would be a good candidate. For the dark
environment of a vehicle cab at night or in limited visibility, this level of brightness would not be required. A
passive LCD would be just as suitable and a less expensive choice.
(3) The CRT was too large in both dimension and weight. A CRT is generally as deep as it is diagonally wide; this
makes mounting and transferring the unit difficult. Another drawback of the CRT is that they consume a large
amount of power. In addition, the electrostatic charge on a CRT attracts dust to the unit, which can enter the heat
vents and eventually cause damage. There is a safety issue involved too, since a CRT is introducing a glass screen
to the vehicle interior.
(4) Our only real anomaly in terms of QFD scoring was the HUD, which we believe to be a viable alternative to the
LCD for this particular application. This is based on both human factors considerations and the intended use of the
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night-driving system. A HUD projects an image either directly onto the windshield of the vehicle or on a small
plastic reflective panel called a “combiner” that can be mounted on the dash or on the windshield. This display puts
the image most closely into the driver’s typical line-of-sight. Not only does this help keep the driver’s eyes on the
road, it also allows the driver to easily detect an animal or large object in the scene. Each style of HUD has its own
small benefits and disadvantages, but they are comparable.
(5, 6) Had the millimeter wave radar been the sensor of choice, either the warning light or tone would have been the
preferred method of quickly alerting the driver. The danger with just using a light or tone instead of an actual
display is that once the Hawthorne (newness) effect wears off, the drivers may become irritated with the warning, or
believe that it is merely triggering falsely and either ignore it or disable it, especially if the animal is not
subsequently seen once a warning goes off. A visual display that can highlight the animal affirms to the driver that
the system is working. The other problem with a visual or audio warning based on images is that there must be a
processor and recognition software to analyze the images as they come in so that the system knows when to trigger a
warning.

Conclusions
PTAC drivers have a very challenging situation given the environment in which they operate. The requirements to
have a night driving system that provides them with the ability to “see” the road in all inclement driving conditions
as well as to be able to accurately and reliably alert them to the presence of large animals and other objects in or near
the road is a formidable objective to achieve. The constraints of this system being truly commercial and “off-theshelf” combined with its affordability and ability to be easily transferred from vehicle to vehicle also add to our
challenge of identifying an optimum system. Our on-site visit, the results of our Questionnaire, our technology
survey and its QFD processing has all been focused on finding that optimal system.
In consideration of all the information we have and after weighing the options and tradeoffs available, Veridian has
concluded that a passive IR sensor with either an LCD or HUD display will provide the performance required for an
affordable price. The passive IR sensor will provide the driver with fast and intuitive information about the road and
surrounding area ahead. An animal’s body heat will provide a brilliant white image on the display which will
immediately alert the driver to its presence ahead. An LCD or HUD style display system grants excellent flexibility
in presenting the scene, and allows for further refinement of display tradeoffs such as location, size, and driver
preference.
With these conclusions in mind, Veridian has identified several potential suppliers with suitable products from
which to assemble a prototype version of the night driving safety system. For starters, Bendix has an XVision™
line of night driving products that includes a passive IR camera and a choice of either a monochrome LCD or a
HUD display. Another supplier of interest is GM Hughes Electronics with their DataVision™ HUD. The
DataVision™ HUD uses a headliner-mounted projector and a combiner (usually affixed to the windshield) in order
to display images into the driver’s line-of-sight. Finally, Indigo Systems offers the Omega™, which is a much more
capable passive IR camera that has its own set of technologies and specifications, more akin to that found on
military platforms. These represent the leading candidates with the potential to produce effective night driving
safety system components at an affordable price. Figure 25 demonstrates the XVision™ offerings. Figures 26 and
27 together encompass the main components of the DataVision™ HUD. Figure 28 is a photo of the Omega™
camera.
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Figure 25: Bendix XVision™ Components
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Figure 26: DataVision Projector
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Figure 27: DataVision Combiner

Figure 28: Indigo Systems Omega IR Camera
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Recommendations – Proceed with Task 2
Veridian recommends that PTAC authorize Veridian to proceed with Task 2, the one month Operational
Demonstration Phase. For this task, Veridian will acquire and assemble two night driving safety systems. Veridian
recommends that we use the XVision™ IR camera as our sensor for the two systems. For our display, we
recommend that we use one LCD display and one HUD display in order to provide PTAC with the ability to
evaluate these two approaches further. We therefore recommend using one XVision™ LCD display, and one
DataVision™ HUD as the main components for creating the two prototype display systems. We believe that these
choices represent the most likely candidates for ultimate deployment across the PTAC membership fleet of vehicles.
Under Task 2, PTAC will select two trucks from the Canadian fleet which will serve as testing platforms for these
two systems. Veridian will then procure and install the two night driving systems on two of our trucks which are
similar to those selected by PTAC. This will allow us to insure the cabling, interfaces and installation requirements
are all worked out prior to our bringing the systems up to PTAC. We will also conduct a quick evaluation to
confirm the systems meet the expected performance, suitability, human factors, and other engineering considerations
we know that are essential PTAC requirements. Following this, Veridian will then disassemble the systems and
bring them to PTAC for the on-site demonstration.
Once at PTAC, Veridian will install the two systems on the selected PTAC vehicles and provide driver training in
the use of the systems. As part of this effort, Veridian will fully support the operation of the two systems for a onemonth evaluation period. Veridian will establish a hot-line for problems and repair issues, including site visits if
necessary. Veridian will also prepare an “After-Action Questionnaire” for drivers to comment on the various
aspects of the two systems after using them. At the end of the evaluation period, Veridian will return to PTAC to
remove the two systems and conduct reviews with both the drivers and involved PTAC officials. Finally, after a
more thorough review of the Task 2 results and incorporating “lessons learned” from the evaluation, Veridian will
submit a report detailing the results of Task 2 and our proposal for Task 3. Task 3 is the 10 vehicle, six month
operational field evaluation. Upon completion of this Task 3 Field Evaluation, PTAC will have all necessary
information to specify a fully compliant and affordable night driving safety system for its member companies to
procure.
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Our proposed Task 2 schedule and associated tasks are as follows:
Task 2 Schedule and Tasks
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The Veridian Team and Management Structure for this Task 2 is as follows:

Program Manager
COL(R) Richard Knox

Veridian
Systems
Sensor Group

Associate Principal

Project Engineer

Administrative Support

Mr. Jeremy Burns

Ms. Kathleen Newstead

Investigator
Mr. Kirk Luckscheiter

Chief Engineer
Mr. Eric Anderson

The management and technical expertise of the team members and their qualifications are listed below:
Mr. Kirk F. Luckscheiter Director, Automotive and Transportation Center (ATC)
Mr. Kirk F. Luckscheiter is a veteran automotive engineer and management executive who has served with
distinction in the Detroit automotive arena for the past thirty years. He has worked for numerous highly
distinguished engineering and automotive firms to include Ford Motor Company, Acunia, the Environmental
Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM), ERIM International, Veridian Engineering, and most recently, General
Dynamics. Mr. Luckscheiter has been particularly involved with developing safety features and the electronic
content of automotive “cockpits.” Mr. Luckscheiter has pioneered mobility modeling and simulation efforts, the
application of embedded processors for advanced electronically controlled suspension systems, the development of
advanced data buses, the use of “smart” flat panel displays and controls for automotive applications, and the
integration of telematics into vehicle cockpits to provide drivers with enhanced control, information management
and situational awareness. Mr. Luckscheiter has been active on numerous Federal and State ITS (Intelligent
Transportation System) organizations. He has served on several SAE Committees addressing Intelligent
Transportation, the J1939 Data Bus and Automotive Safety. Mr. Luckscheiter holds the patent for “Intelligent Lane
Sensing.” He holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering.

COL(R) Richard L. Knox Program Manager; Deputy Director, ATC
COL(R) Richard Knox is a seasoned research and development expert who, for over twenty five years, has
participated in and led numerous highly complex and diverse Department of Defense and Commercial scientific
programs. Within the U.S. Army, he has served repeatedly in Board-selected positions for Product and Project
Management of major programs. He has served with distinction on the Army Staff in Washington D.C. where he
was responsible for managing the Army’s Basic Research and Exploratory Development Programs. He has worked
extensively overseas with the British Ministry of Defense and the Turkish General Staff on various collaborative
initiatives. He is a graduate of the Program Management Course, Defense Systems Management College in
Washington, D.C., and of the US Army War College in Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. He is also a graduate of
the British Army’s premier program management course in Bovington Camp, Dorset: the “Long Armour and
Infantry Course”. Within General Dynamics (formerly Veridian), he has managed numerous automotive programs
for the Department of Defense. COL(R) Knox holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering and a
Master of Arts Degree in Industrial Management.
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Mr. Jeremy Burns

Project Engineer, ATC

Mr. Jeremy Burns is a graduate of the University of Michigan’s College of Engineering in Ann Arbor. His
studies focused on advanced computer applications, covering both the hardware and software aspects of design and
development, along with successful integration techniques. With General Dynamics (formerly Veridian), Mr. Burns
has developed expertise in combining embedded computing and control networks with active suspension systems to
significantly enhance off-road mobility performance of wheeled vehicles. He has also been the General Dynamics
lead engineer supporting our involvement with the National MARS Rover project. This vehicle is a full-scale
pressurized automotive platform being designed to be sent to Mars and used for exploration there. It is being
developed by a consortium involving talent from across the academic, corporate, and military industries. Mr. Burns
is also involved in numerous other projects ranging from multi-spectral imaging camera systems to in-vehicle data
acquisition systems on Class VII trucks and buses. Mr. Burns holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Computer
Engineering.

Mr. Eric Anderson Chief Engineer, ATC
Mr. Eric Anderson has over 30 years of design and product management experience within the automotive,
computer and nuclear industries. While employed with Rockwell International, Mr. Anderson led the team of
engineers that developed the first turn-by-turn vehicle navigation system in the U.S. At Bendix Corporation, he
designed some of the first sensors that were used for automotive fuel-injected engines. Within General Dynamics
(formerly Veridian), he has been the Chief Engineer on a host of automotive programs supporting the U. S. Army.
Mr. Anderson holds six patents in electronics and mechanics for automotive and computer-related applications. Mr.
Anderson holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering and a Masters of Science Degree in
Engineering.

Veridian Engineering will accomplish the proposed Task 2 with its seven sub-tasks and present a formal report to
PTAC as described above. Veridian will perform this task under a Firm Fixed Price Contract of $60,010.02.
Veridian’s Technical Point of Contact for this Task 2 will be:
COL(R) Richard L. Knox
Deputy Director
Automotive and Transportation Center
Veridian Engineering
3300 Plymouth Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105
U.S.A.
Phone : 734-994-1200, ext 2670
Fax : 734-994-5338
Richard.Knox@Veridian.com
Veridian’s Contracts Point of Contact for this Task 2 is:
Mr. Gary F. Damon
Veridian Engineering, Inc.
4455 Genesee Street
Buffalo, NY 14223
U.S.A.
Phone: 716-631-6701
Fax: 716-631-4152
Gary.Damon@Veridian.com
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